From Caesar to This unique book provides the student of Roman history with an accessible and detailed introduction to Roman and provincial coinage in the Late Republic and Early Empire in the context of current historical themes and debates. Almost two hundred different coins are illustrated at double life size, with each described in detail, and technical Latin and numismatic terms are explained. Chapters are arranged chronologically, allowing students quickly to identify material relevant to Julius Caesar, the second triumvirate, the relationship between Antony and Cleopatra, and the principate of Augustus. Iconography, archaeological contexts, and the economy are clearly presented. A diverse array of material is brought together in a single volume to challenge and enhance our understanding of the transition from Republic to Empire.
Clare Rowan is an Associate Professor in the Department of Classics and Ancient History at the University of Warwick. She bridges the disciplines of Roman history and numismatics, with recognised research excellence, having won a European Research Council Starting Grant, while her teaching excellence has been recognised through numerous awards, including the Warwick Award for Teaching Excellence and an Australian Learning and Teaching Council Award for Programmes that Enhance Learning (shared). She is the editor of the Coins at Warwick blog, which encourages and disseminates studies of different coins and what they reveal about the ancient world. 
Preface
This book began when Andrew Meadows asked if I might write a volume for a series that aimed to provide affordable and accessible introductions to coinage for students of ancient history. I was happily assigned the period 49 BC to AD 14. The final result differs from the first volume released in the series (Peter Thonemann's The Hellenistic World: Using Coins as Sources), in that it focuses on particular moments in time, inviting an examination of numismatic evidence relevant to a particular individual or period of history. Since the civil wars and the Augustan age are often taught separately, the volume is more chronological than thematic. The case study approach largely reflects the way coinage is used by historians of this period, although it is hoped that the breadth of coin types covered here may provoke wider thinking about connections between the late Republic and early Empire.
The historical narrative of this period is already covered in several other excellent books; consequently this volume is not intended to provide an overview of 'what happened'. Rather this book shows how coinage can be used to enhance, challenge, and change our understanding of the period 49 BC-AD 14. The first chapter provides an entry point into the world of numismatics, exploring what money was, who made it, and how it operated in the economy, with the key literature explained. The second chapter covers the civil war and the first triumvirate, exploring the different coinage struck by the supporters of Caesar and Pompey, as well as provincial reactions. The aftermath of Caesar's assassination in 44 BC and the competition between Antony, Octavian and Sextus Pompey form a focal point for the third chapter, with the fourth focusing on Antony and Cleopatra. The principate of Augustus is examined in the fifth chapter, and the volume ends with a consideration of coinage in daily life. Often coin types are discussed in isolation as if they were viewed in some sort of ancient museum or art gallery; the reality is much messier, and I urge all readers to consider coin imagery in the light of Chapter 6.
A small volume cannot be exhaustive, and readers are encouraged to explore beyond what is covered here for further evidence and case studies. Although the traditional apprehensions ancient historians might feel towards coin evidence are diminishing, it is hoped that this volume will Cambridge University Press 978-1-107-03748-9 -From Caesar to Augustus (c. 49 BC-AD 14) Clare Rowan Frontmatter More Information www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press further encourage the use of this material in the study of antiquity. Many of the coins from this period are now freely available online in glorious colour, and direction is given to these resources, as well as a further bibliography, at the end of the volume. Here readers will also find a timeline, an index of Latin abbreviations commonly found on coins in this period and their meanings, and a glossary of technical terms. The figure captions provide the denomination, the location of the mint, the authority or moneyer responsible for the issue (where relevant), the date and a standard reference, followed by a description of the obverse (Obv.) and reverse (Rev.). Space constraints mean only an abbreviated description of each type is given. The denominations of many provincial bronze coins are uncertain, so frequently the metal and diameter of the coin is given instead. Unless specified, all coin images are reproduced at a scale of 2:1.
Thanks are due to Andrew Meadows for approaching me to write the volume in the first instance, and for providing guidance and feedback on several drafts. Alison Cooley helpfully read the Augustus chapter and provided comment. Thanks are owed to Tom Hillard and Lea Beness, who read the chapters on the late Republic, and who first taught me Republican history in Sydney as an undergraduate. The volume has also been influenced by conversations with Kathryn Welch, whose support of scholars of the Roman Republic is unflagging. Hannah Mitchell, Suzanne Frey-Kupper, Liv Yarrow, Kevin Butcher and Andrew McCabe have all provided assistance (even if they were unaware at the time), and I have been able to test out sections on the wonderful Warwick undergraduate body. The Coinage of the Roman Revolution panel at the Celtic Classics Conference in Dublin in 2016 both assured me I had included a representative sample of the material, and provided final points of finesse to the volume -thanks are due to Anton Powell and Nandini Pandey, who organised the panel, and to all the participants of that event. Finally, thanks are owed to the anonymous readers of the manuscript and Michael Sharp at Cambridge University Press, who waited patiently for the volume to finally appear. This book is dedicated to Ronika: as always, this is shared.
